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Abstract

The rhetoric strategy of hedging serves to at-
tenuate speech acts and their semantic content,
as in English ‘kind of’ or ‘somehow’. While
hedging has recently met with increasing in-
terest in linguistic research, most studies deal
with modern languages, preferably English,
and take a synchronic approach. This paper
complements this research by tracing the di-
achronic syntactic flexibilization of the Vedic
Sanskrit particle iva from a marker of com-
parison (‘like’) to a full-fledged adaptor. We
discuss the outcomes of a diachronic Bayesian
framework applied to iva constructions in a
Universal Dependencies treebank, and supple-
ment these results with a qualitative discussion
of relevant text passages.

1 Introduction

Hedging is a rhetorical strategy by which a speaker
can attenuate either the full semantic membership
of an expression, as in example (1a) (propositional
hedging), or the force of a speech act, as in (1b)
(speech act hedging; Fraser, 2010, 22).

(1) a. The pool has sort of a L-shaped design.

b. I guess I should leave now.

Until recently,1 hedges were considered to be
marginal items that contribute little to communi-
cation, but their crucial role both in spoken and
in written speech is now generally acknowledged
by various linguistic disciplines (Kaltenböck et al.,
2010, 1).

From the point of view of grammaticalization
and/or pragmaticalization studies, hedges are in-
teresting because they have been proven to emerge
from different sources both intra- and cross-
linguistically (Mihatsch, 2010). Furthermore, al-
though the distinction between propositional and

1Lakoff (1972) is the first study on hedges in English.

speech act hedges is commonly accepted, we of-
ten witness the emergence of speech act hedg-
ing as implicature of propositional hedging and
vice versa (Mihatsch, 2010, 94; Kaltenböck et al.,
2010).

Despite the abundance of studies on hedging in
modern languages, the phenomenon has still been
little studied in ancient languages, one exception
being an in-depth analysis of the use of the ap-
proximation marker hōs épos eipeı̂n ‘so to say’ in
Plato’s Gorgias (Caffi, 2010). However, ancient
languages that enjoy centuries of attestation and
that have been handed down to us in sufficiently
large corpora provide a privileged point of view
for the study of hedging, because they allow us to
trace the emergence of new hedges as well as the
successive development of new functions. With
centuries of attestation and an extant corpus of
over three million tokens, Vedic Sanskrit (hence-
forth Vedic) is one such language. In this paper,
we investigate the development of the particle iva,
which in Vedic functions both as a comparison
and an approximation marker. After summarizing
the grammaticalization process that in the earliest
texts lead to the development of the approximative
function from the comparative one, we perform a
quantitative analysis of the occurrences of iva in
Vedic texts, in order to assess whether the particle
underwent further syntactic and pragmatic devel-
opments.

Given the pragmatic nature of the phenomenon,
corpus-based approaches are most suited for the
study of hedging, because they allow to investi-
gate genuinely attested language data rather than
just invented sample sentences. In the case of
an ancient language like Vedic, for which we can
only make use of the available texts, a corpus-
based approach to the study of iva’s approximat-
ing function is still a desideratum, as the only ex-
isting study (Brereton, 1982) is based on a hand-
ful of passages. In our study we employ a corpus
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with manually validated syntactic annotations, the
Vedic Treebank (VTB, see Hellwig et al., 2020),
which allows us to investigate the syntactic func-
tions taken by the particle and to detect changes
in the syntactic contexts in which it occurs. Since
the occurrences of approximating iva are sparse in
the VTB, we extend our data set with silver an-
notations obtained by an unsupervised parse of all
Vedic texts contained in the Digital Corpus of San-
skrit (DCS, Hellwig, 2010–2022).

Section 2 of this paper gives a summary of
previous research on approximators, including an
overview of the current understanding in Vedic
Studies. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the data set
and describe the probabilistic model used to assess
diachronic trends in the data, with a special focus
on how to use data obtained in an unsupervised
manner (Sec. 4.2). A more detailed qualitative
evaluation is presented in Sec. 5. – Data and
scripts are available at https://github.
com/OliverHellwig/sanskrit/tree/
master/papers/2023tlt.

2 The diachronic development of
approximation markers

2.1 Cross-linguistic evidence

Adaptors are propositional hedges (approximators
in Prince et al., 1982) that trigger loose readings
of a lexical expression: in other words, they signal
a loose correspondence between the referents or
intended concepts and the lexemes employed, as
in example (2) (see also somewhat, some, a little
bit, etc.).

(2) a. He’s sort of nice.

b. He’s really like a geek.

As explained in Mihatsch (2010), a well-
attested source for adaptors are markers of sim-
ilative constructions that serve to compare two en-
tities either globally, as in (3a), or with respect to
some quality, as in 3b (Haspelmath and Buchholz,
1998, 278).

(3) a. She is like her grandmother.

b. He sings like a nightingale.

Semantically, the passage from markers of sim-
ilative constructions to adaptors is triggered by

the very idea of similative comparison which, un-
like equative comparison of quantity, always im-
plies an approximation; compare the above simila-
tives with the equative Robert is as tall as Maria
(Haspelmath and Buchholz, 1998, 278).

Syntactically, similative markers that turn into
adaptors lose their function of situating the object
of comparison in relation to a standard and be-
come modifiers of noun phrases, signaling their
semantically loose use (Mihatsch, 2010). See
examples (4a) and (4b) from French (Mihatsch,
2009, 72):2

(4) a. [Q]ui a fait passer quelque chose
comme un frisson dans le dos des sup-
porters français
‘Who sent something like a shiver
down the back of the French supporters’

b. [I]l a eu comme une étrange secousse, Ø
comme un frisson...
‘He had like a strange spasm, like a
shiver...’

Adaptors often develop new functions. For in-
stance, they can be employed to signal figurative
speech, as in example (5) from Italian (Mihatsch,
2010, 111); this function of adaptors derives from
the fact that metaphors, like similative construc-
tions, are also based on similarity, although across
two conceptual domains.

(5) [I] francesi hanno voluto come pagare un
debito verso il loro poverissimo ciclismo
‘It was as if the French wanted to pay a debt
toward their poor cyclism.’ (Lit. ’The French
wanted to like pay a debt toward their poor
cyclism.’)

As mentioned in the introduction, speech act
hedging often arises as implicature of proposi-
tional hedging. For instance, adaptors may be used
as shields for pragmatic mitigation as in French
Y’a comme un problème ‘there is like a problem’
(Mihatsch, 2009, 84). The employment of adap-
tors as pragmatic shields leads to their syntactic
flexibilization, allowing them to occur with parts
of speech other than nouns. For instance, in lan-
guages such as Spanish and Portuguese, the same

2For similar developments in other Romance languages
as well as Germanic languages, see Mihatsch (2009) and
Mihatsch (2010); on languages outside of Europe, see Ziv
(1998) and Fleischman (1999).
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adaptors that have developed shield functions are
also employed as rounders, i.e. as expressions that
indicate imprecise numerical values (e.g., Peter’s
house is almost 100 feet wide; see also Spanish
and Portuguese como ‘like’; Mihatsch, 2010, 112).

2.2 The Vedic approximation marker iva

The Vedic corpus, whose texts cover a period
ranging from the 2nd millenium BCE to around
500-300 BCE (Witzel, 1997, 2009), provides fur-
ther evidence for the development of comparative
markers into adaptors. In the Rigveda (= RV),
the oldest layer of Vedic literature, the particle
iva primarily functions as a marker of similative
constructions, as in example (6). In such con-
structions, iva always follows the standard of com-
parison or, when this standard is a complex noun
phrase, the first element of the standard (see pitā
iva sūnave ‘like a father for a son’ in 6):

(6) sah.
3SG.NOM

nah.
1PL.DAT

pitā
father:NOM

iva
like

sūnave
son:DAT

agne
Agni:VOC

sūpāyanah.
of-easy-approach:NOM

bhava
be:IMPV.2SG

‘Like a father for a son, be of easy approach
for us, o Agni.’ (RV 1.1.9ab; trans. Jamison
and Brereton, 2014)3

In more recent layers of the Vedic corpus, be-
sides retaining its function of marking similative
comparison, iva performs other functions that cor-
respond to those attested cross-linguistically for
adaptors, as in example (7):

(7) a. sah.
3SG.NOM

avet
know:IMPF.3SG

pāpmānam
evil:ACC

vā
PTC

asr. ks. i
cast:AOR.1SG

yasmai
REL.DAT

me
1SG.DAT

sasr. jānāya
create:ABS

tamah.
darkness:NOM

iva
APPROX

abhūd
come-to-be:AOR.3SG

‘He knew, “Verily, I have created evil for
myself since, after creating (the Asuras),
there has come to be a kind of dark-
ness for me.”’ (Śatapatha-Brāhman. a
[M] 11.1.6.9; trans. adapted from
Eggeling, 1900)

b. tasmāt
therefore

api
even

etarhi
today

bhūyān
big.NOM

iva
APPROX

naktam
at-night

sah.
3SG.NOM

yāvat
as-far-as

mātram
just

iva
APPROX

apakramya
travel:ABS

bibheti
be-afraid:3SG

‘Therefore, even today, (although) quite
big, he who travels even a quite
short distance at night becomes afraid.’
(Gopatha-Brāhman. a 2.5.1; trans. Brere-
ton, 1982)

Brereton (1982) describes the different func-
tions performed by iva in Vedic prose, but he does
not engage in a diachronic analysis of the parti-
cle nor does he address the relation between its
comparative and approximating functions. The
fact that iva’s approximative function is already
attested in some Rigvedic passages led Pinault
(2004) to hypothesize that this was the original
function of the particle, which only later devel-
oped a comparative function. Based on compar-
ative and textual evidence, Biagetti (2022) makes
a case for the opposite development of iva, namely
from a marker of similative constructions into
an adaptor. Through a manual scrutiny of some
Rigvedic passages listed in Pinault (2004), Bi-
agetti identifies different ambiguous contexts that
may have led to the emergence of the new func-
tion and to its progressive conventionalization. In
particular, iva’s adaptor function seems to have
emerged from similative constructions whose ob-
ject of comparison consists in (a) null referential
argument(s), as in example (8).4 Among such
cases, those in which neither the linguistic context
nor the discourse universe provide referents for a
null comparee (as likely in the first half of example
9) trigger a reanalysis of the standard of compar-
ison as the argument of the verb and of iva as its
modifier.

4In example 8, the subscripts i and j indicate that indrah.
’Indra’ and rathāya ’for (his) chariot’ can be interpreted as
referents respectively of the null subject (Øi) and null object
(Øj) of unoti ’urges’ in the following sentence
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(8) indrah. i
Indra:NOM

rathāyaj
chariot:DAT

pravatam
easy-slope:ACC

kr. n. oti
make:3SG

. . .

...
yūthā
flock:ACC.PL

iva
like/APPROX

paśavah.
livestock:GEN

Øi

Ø
Øj

Ø
vi
PTC

unoti
urge:3SG

gopāh.
herdsman:NOM

aris. t.ah.
invulnerable:NOM

yāti
drive:3SG

prathamah.
first:NOM

sis. āsan
win:DES.PTCP.NOM

1. Comparative reading: ‘Indra makes an
easy slope for his chariot [. . . ]. Like a herds-
man the flocks of livestock, he (Indra, indrah.
in pāda a) urges (his chariot, rathāya in pāda
a). Invulnerable, he drives as the first to seek
winnings.’ (RV 5.31.1a-c; trans. adapted
from Jamison and Brereton, 2014)
2. Approximative reading: (pāda c) ‘The
herdsman urges the flocks of livestock, as it
were.’

(9) cittih.
bright:NOM

apām
water:GEN.PL

dame
house:LOC

viśvāyuh.
whole-lifetime

sádma
seat:ACC

iva
like/APPROX

dhı̄rāh.
clever:NOM.PL

sammāya
measure:ABS

cakruh.
make:PF.3PL

1. Comparative reading (unlikely): ‘(He is)
the bright apparition in the house of the wa-
ters through his whole lifetime. Like clever
men an abode, the wise have made a seat (for
him), having measured it out completely.’
(RV 1.67.10ab; trans. Jamison and Brereton,
2014)
2. Approximative reading: ‘The clever ones
made (for him, Agni) some kind of seat by
building together.’ (trans. Pinault, 2004)

Since in similative constructions iva always fol-
lows a noun (phrase), the adaptor function must
first have developed with nouns (see example 7a)
and then have spread to other parts of speech (see,
e.g., example 7b with adjectives). In the following
sections, we aim to trace this syntactic flexibiliza-
tion of iva throughout different diachronic layers
of Vedic literature.

3 Data

Our diachronic analysis of iva as an approxima-
tor is based on the dependency annotations col-
lected in the Vedic Treebank (Hellwig et al., 2020),
which is annotated using Universal Dependen-
cies.5 As is shown in Table 1, iva occurs in sev-
eral syntactic functions; discourse, the label
on which we focus in this paper, is only the third
most frequent annotation of this particle. The two
most frequent labels, case and mark, are em-
ployed when iva functions as a marker of simila-
tive comparison; in particular, the particle takes
the relation casewhen it introduces a single stan-
dard of comparison (e.g. gaúh. iva śākináh. ‘strong
like an ox’), whereas it is labeled as mark when it
introduces a complex standard resulting in a gap-
ping construction (e.g. tam tvā vayam sudughām
iva goduhah. juhūmasi śravasyavah. ‘we call to
you, as milkers [call] on a cow who gives good
milk’).

The alternation between the main functions of
iva becomes much clearer when we add a chrono-
logical component to the data. Dating Vedic texts
is notoriously difficult because text-internal and
external chronological clues are largely missing
(see e.g. Witzel, 1995). The VTB therefore as-
signs each Vedic text to one of five successive
chronological layers, based on a general consen-
sus in Vedic studies (details in Hellwig and Sell-
mer, 2021): the oldest part of the Rigveda (1-
RV, ca. 15th–11th c. BCE), the metrical texts
of the Mantra period (2-MA, 10th–8th c. BCE),
old (3-PO ca. 8th–7th c. BCE) and late prose (4-
P, ca. 7th–6th c. BCE), and the prose texts of
the Sūtra period (5-SU, ca. 4th c. BCE – 3th c.
CE). Rows 2ff. of Table 1 show how the syntac-
tic functions of iva are distributed over these five
chronological layers. We observe a clear break in
the usage of iva between the two early metrical
layers (1-RV, 2-MA) and the later prose layers: in
the former, the case and mark relations are fre-
quent, while discourse is virtually unattested;
on the contrary, case and mark decrease in later
prose layers, while discourse becomes more
frequent. A reason for the high frequency of com-
parative iva may be found in the fact that layers
1-RV and 2-MA include metrical texts composed

5The current version of the VTB, which is avail-
able at https://github.com/OliverHellwig/
sanskrit/tree/master/papers/2020lrec/
treebank, contains 140,442 words in 18,958 sentences.
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Time case mark discourse other
Global 397 132 126 5
1-RV 135 53 1 1
2-MA 183 72 7 1
3-PO 31 2 49 0
4-PL 33 3 65 3
5-SU 15 2 4 0

Table 1: Gold labels for iva. First row: global counts;
following rows: counts per time slot in the VTB. See p.
4 for the chronological labels in the first column.

in a highly formulaic diction which is character-
ized, among other figures of speech, by the exten-
sive use of similes introduced by iva.6 Moreover,
discourse is employed so rarely in 1-RV and
2-MA because at this diachronic stage iva’s ap-
proximative function has not yet fully developed
(see Sect. 2.2 and below). At this point it should
be added that the ambiguous nature of the func-
tion of iva in examples such as (8) is not explicitly
reflected in our data, as the annotation software
used did not allow to assign two or more alterna-
tive labels. As far as the annotation guidelines are
concerned, they did not contain any specific rules
as to the treatment of these two functions of iva.

4 Quantitative evaluation

4.1 Gold data from the VTB

In this section, we focus on the data in column
four of Table 1. For this study, the counts of
these words are further split by the word class of
the head of iva. This view of the gold annota-
tions is presented in the first two rows of Table
2, along with the proportion of noun constructions
in each time slot. The first three rows of Table
2 suggest that the diachronic distribution of iva
with nouns is influenced not only by chronology
but also by the register of the texts (metrical vs.
prose). First, only one construction of this type
is found in the first two layers of the VTB which
contain the early metrical texts (1-RV, 2-MA) al-
though there are seven cases in which iva is la-
beled as discourse marker here.7 Second, the pro-

6On the formulaic nature of Rigvedic similes, see Pinault
(1985) and Pinault (1997), among others.

7This may partly be due to the fact that, as explained in
Sect. 5, in the first two layers iva’s adaptor function has
not yet become conventionalized. While cases where iva fol-
lows another part of speech are easy for annotators to inter-
pret, some cases where iva follows a noun can be ambiguous

portion of this construction (see row 3 of Table 2)
decreases in the three layers that contain middle
and late Vedic prose texts (3-PO, 4-PL, 5-SU). The
two factors of time and register are not easy to dis-
entangle because the metrical texts constitute all of
the two oldest strata. In order to test how these fac-
tors influence the frequency of iva with nouns, we
fit a binomial logistic regression to the gold data in
the upper half of Table 2. Such a model generates
the observed counts of iva with nouns in a time
slot given the total number of instances in this slot
and the values of the covariates (predictors). As
the data set is small, we use a Bayesian approach
that restricts the values of the inferred coefficients.
We develop models that test the plausibility of the
following three scenarios:
1 Time alone is responsible for the distribution in

Table 2. Let ti denote the time slot, scaled to
the range [−1,+1],8 ni the number of cases
in which the head of iva is a noun in time
slot i (row 1 of Table 2), Ni the total number
of occurrences of iva in slot i (sum of rows
1 and 2 of Table 2), and σ(. . .) the logistic
link function. After placing standard Normal
priors on the coefficients a, b, the observed
frequencies of iva (ni) are generated in the
following way:

ni ∼ Binomial(Ni, σ(a+ bti)) (1)

2 The distribution in Table 2 is solely caused by
register, i.e. the opposition between (early)
metrical and (late) prose texts. The link func-
tion in Eq. 1 changes to σ(a + cri), with ri
denoting the register of layer i encoded as a
binary factor.

3 Each row in Table 2 is generated by jointly con-
sidering register and time. If ti ∈ (1, 2), pi is
generated as in model 2; else as in Eq. 1.

We implement all models in RStan (Stan Devel-
opment Team, 2022) and compare them using the

between comparative and adaptor reading (see example 8):
since the former reading is by far the most frequent in the RV
and mantra language, annotators in these cases are likely to
chose the label case or mark, and therefore approximative
iva with a noun as head may be slightly under-represented in
these two layers.

8This implies that an ordinal variable is transformed into
a scalar. Such an approach is problematic (see e.g. McKelvey
and Zavoina 1975 for the case of ordinal predicted variables),
and it would be more meaningful to model time either with
an ordered factor or to estimate at least the widths of the time
slots before performing the transformation. The data set stud-
ied here is, however, not large enough to obtain reliable esti-
mates of the additional parameters.
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1-RV 2-MA 3-PO 4-PL 5-SU
VTB (gold) noun 0 1 24 28 0

other 1 6 25 37 4
Prop. 0 14.3 49 43.1 0

DCS (silver) noun 1 3 84 128 4
other 3 12 91 240 23
Prop. 25 20 48 34.8 14.8
correct/wrong 0/0 1/1 11/1 19/2 2/0

Table 2: POS tag of the syntactic head of iva used as discourse marker, conditioned on the time slot (columns).
Gold data in the upper half is from the VTB. Rows with ‘noun’: The head of iva is a noun; ‘other’: The head has
any other POS. For the silver data in the lower half of the table, refer to Sec. 4.2 of this paper.

expected log pointwise predictive density (elpd) in
a leave-one-out setting (Vehtari et al., 2017). Each
model is trained for 5,000 iterations and with four
parallel chains. Model diagnostics (R̂, ESS) show
no problems in the sampling process.

The results in Table 3 show that the elpd of
model 1, which only considers time, is more than
one standard error (column ‘SE’) lower than that
of the two other models which include the register
split. This outcome suggests that time alone can-
not explain the distribution of iva with nouns, and
register information is relevant for modeling the
data in Table 2. This conclusion finds further sup-
port by a posterior predictive check the results of
which are given in the column labeled ‘β’ in Table
3. To calculate β, we sample values of ni (counts
of iva with nouns) from the posterior distributions
of the three models at each post-burn-in iteration
of the sampler. The five sampled values n′ (one
for each time slot) are compared with the observed
distribution of n (row 1 of Table 2) using the exact
Fisher test for quantifying the goodness of fit. β
in Table 3 is the proportion of these tests in which
the null hypothesis (n and n′ come from the same
distribution, i.e. the model generates “naturally
looking” samples) was rejected at an error level
of 5%. β can thus be interpreted as an approxima-
tion of the type II error of wrongly accepting the
null hypothesis. The chance of making such an
error is clearly higher (0.0192, i.e. 1.9%) for the
model that only considers time than for those that
integrate register as well (0.63% and 0.44%). As
the values of β and elpd show, the best fit of the
data is achieved by the third model which com-
bines time and register. This outcome is not sur-
prising. While model 2 (register only) adapts to
the observed counts using two estimates that re-
main constant over slots 1-2 and 3-5, model 3 has

Model elpd SE β

Time -12.4 2.43 0.0192
Register -9.92 2.34 0.0063
Time/register -9.92 2.6 0.0044
Time/reg., silver -320.76 29.47 0.0297

Table 3: Summary evaluation of the models applied to
the data in Table 2. ‘elpd’ and ‘SE’ quantify the predic-
tive power and its standard error. ‘β’ reports the results
of a posterior predictive check. Higher values of elpd
and lower ones of β are better. elpd and SE of the fourth
model are not comparable with the values of the other
three models and are only given for reference.

the chance to capture the temporal dynamics in the
three later slots of Vedic and thus achieves a better
fit.

4.2 Exploring silver annotations

While the results discussed so far are in favor of
a diachronic scenario that explains NOUN + iva
constructions with a combination of the Vedic reg-
ister split and a chronological model, one should
keep in mind that the data set on which this con-
clusion is built consists of only 125 observations
and is therefore tiny. As the DCS, on top of which
the Vedic Treebank is built, is much larger than the
VTB and a parser for Vedic is available,9 it is ob-
vious to extend the data set with silver annotations
made by this parser. We therefore extract all oc-
currences of iva from an up-to-date unsupervised
parse of the DCS10 and merge gold and silver an-

9This parser uses a biaffine architecture (see Dozat and
Manning, 2017) with the addition of a character based CNN
(see Rotman and Reichart, 2019; Zhang et al., 2015), and
reaches a performance of 87.61 UAS and 81.84 LAS. For
further details see Hellwig et al. (Forthcoming).

10The Con-LLU data are available at https:
//github.com/OliverHellwig/sanskrit/
tree/master/dcs/data/conllu. Silver parses are
contained in the conllu parsed files.
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Figure 1: Temporal dynamics predicted by the four
models. The y-values are parameters of binomial dis-
tributions that predict the presence of iva with nominal
heads. Dots and lines give the observed proportions in
the gold (circles; Sec. 4.1) and silver data (triangles;
Sec. 4.2).

notations; statistics of the silver data are presented
in the lower half of Table 2. While the gold data
used in Sec. 4.1 only contain instances of iva la-
beled as discourse, the merged data set contains
all gold and silver annotations of iva regardless
of their syntactic labels, because we want to re-
cover instances of iva as discourse particle that
were mislabeled by the parser.

Instead of the plain GLM of Eq. 1, we now use a
hierarchical model that integrates a mechanism for
error detection. At the first level, this model de-
cides if, in a given record k, the true label of iva is
discourse. The corresponding binary variable
zk (1 = record k is an instance of iva as discourse,
0 = it is not) is only partly observed. Somewhat
over-confidently, we assume that all gold anno-
tations are labeled correctly. To get an estimate
of the error level in the silver data, one author
of this paper manually annotated the correct label
of 100 randomly chosen silver records, marking
those cases in which a wrong head was chosen for
iva. zk is predicted using the following covariates:
time; the label; the distance between iva and its
head; the POS and label of the head; interactions
between time and position difference and time and
head POS. At the second level, the model proceeds
with model 3 (Time/register) from Sec. 4.1 if zk
has the value 1, i.e. is correct according to the first
level of the model. The only difference is that the
binomial is replaced with a Bernoulli distribution
because individual records are inspected. More

formally, let xk denote the vector of covariates for
the Bernoulli logistic model at level 1, and d the
vector of the corresponding coefficients to be es-
timated. After placing standard normal priors on
the coefficients, zk is drawn from a Bernoulli dis-
tribution Bern(σ(xTd)). If zk = 1, model 3 from
Sec. 4.1 is used for describing the diachronic dis-
tribution.

Figure 1 provides a graphical comparison of the
results produced by the four models discussed in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Here, the values on the y-
axis are the estimated proportion parameters that
model the occurrence of iva with nominal heads.
In addition, Fig. 1 also shows the proportions ob-
served in the gold and silver data as points con-
nected with lines. As could already be deduced
from the β values in Table 3, neither the time-only
nor the register-only models fit the observed gold
data well. The outcome is much better for the two
models that combine register and time. Both pre-
dict low values for the early metrical texts (1-RV,
2-MA), and they appropriately describe the de-
creasing trend in the three prose levels. Note that
neither ‘Register’ nor ‘Time or register’ fully cap-
ture the low frequencies in the last chronological
layer (5-SU). This suggests that further, probably
domain or genre specific, factors are in effect here.
One possible explanation may be that the language
of the late Vedic Sūtra texts differs markedly from
that of the earlier Vedic literature (see e.g. Renou,
1957, 15-16).

5 Qualitative analysis

The data presented in Section 4 confirms the syn-
tactic flexibilization of iva hypothesized in Section
2: as the proportion of NOUN + iva construc-
tions decreases, the particle starts occurring with
other parts of speech; furthermore, the analysis in
Section 4 suggests that this development is to be
attributed to both register and time. In this sec-
tion, we provide a more detailed qualitative eval-
uation of the data showing that the extension of
iva’s scope to other parts of speech co-occurs with
the development of new functions for this particle.

The grammaticalization process described in
Section 2 first results in the employment of iva
with nouns (see example 7a). Other parts of
speech occurring with iva in layers 3-PO and 4-PL
belong either to open classes, such as verbs (ex-
ample 10) and adjectives (11), or to closed classes
such as conjunctions (12) and particles (13). In ex-
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ample (10), king Janaka asks the sage Yājñavalkya
about the possible substitutes for the agnihotra,
a meal offering usually consisting of milk. The
conversation comes to an end when Yājñavalkya
states that, even in the absence of water, the ag-
nihotra can be celebrated by offering, ‘in some
way’ (iva), ‘truth in faith’ (satyam śraddhāyām).
Similarly, in (11), the author explains that, during
the Soma sacrifice, the sacrificial post is anointed
from its base upwards because it is for heaven that
it is anointed and heaven is ‘in some way’ (iva)
‘upwards’ (parāṅ).

(10) yat
if

āpah.
water:NOM.PL

na
NEG

syuh.
be:OPT.3SG

kena
what:INST

juhuyāh.
offer:OPT.2SG

iti.
QUOT

sah.
3SG.NOM

ha
PTC

uvāca
say:PF.3SG

na
NEG

vai
PTC

iha
here

tarhi
then

kim. cana
nothing

āsı̄t
be:IMPF.3SG

atha
but

etat
here

u
PTC

hūyate
offer:PASS.3SG

iva
APPROX

satyam
truth:NOM

śraddhāyām
faith:ACC

iti
QUOT

‘If there would be no water, with what
would you perform the offering?’ He
said: ‘Then, indeed, there would be noth-
ing at all here, and yet there would be
offered in some way here, namely, truth
in faith.’ (Jaiminı̄ya-Brāhman. a 1.19.23.1;
trans. adapted from Bodewitz, 1973)

(11) parāñcam
upwards:ACC

proks. ati.
anoint:3SG

parāṅ
upwards:NOM

iva
APPROX

hi
for

suvargah.
heavenly:NOM

lokah.
world:NOM

‘He anoints (he sacrificial post) from the
foot upwards, for upwards as it were is
the world of heaven.’ (Taittirı̄ya-Sam. hitā
6.3.4.1)

In examples (12) and (13), where iva follows
the conjunctions uta ‘and’ and the causal expres-
sion tasmāt vā ‘therefore’, the particle seems to
have scope not only on the preceding lexical item,
but on the whole proposition. In (12), Ajātaśatru
explains to Gārgya that, when one is asleep, one
gathers the cognitive power of the vital functions

into the space within one’s heart. The dream then
consists of the perceptions that the sleeping person
experiences in her heart, rather than in the exter-
nal world. In this example, the sequence of uta iva
marks the fictive nature of the events experienced
in the dream.

(12) sah.
3SG.NOM

yatra
wherever

etat
thus

svapnyayā
in-dream

carati
go:3SG

...

...
tat
then

uta
CONJ

iva
APPROX

mahārājah.
great-king:NOM

bhavati
become:3SG

uta
CONJ

iva
APPROX

mahābrāhman. ah.
great-Brahmin:NOM

uta
CONJ

iva
APPROX

uccāvacam
high-and-low(-region):ACC

nigacchati
enter:3SG

‘Wherever he may travel in his dream [...]
He may appear to become a great king or
an eminent Brahmin, or to visit the highest
and the lowest regions.’ (Br. hadāran. yaka-
Upanis. ad 2.1.18.3; trans. Olivelle, 1998)

Example (13) is concerned with explaining the
creation of the universe by pointing out similari-
ties between words. At the beginning there was
nothing but seven vital airs; they were turned into
seven persons and these, in turn, into body parts of
Prajāpati, the ‘lord of generation’. In this process,
the best part (śrı̄-) of each person was concen-
trated and became Prajāpati’s head (śiras-; note
the phonetic similarity of the words śrı̄ and śiras).
In the example, the sequence tasmāt vā iva etat
śirah. seems to present the preceding clause (’It
was thereto that the vital airs resorted’), which in-
volves the verb śri- ’rest on’, as a further possi-
ble explanation of the word śiras ’head’ to which,
however, the author does not fully commit.
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(13) tasmin
3SG.LOC

etasmin
DEM.LOC

prān. āh.
vital-air:NOM.PL

aśrayanta.
resort:IMPF.3PL

tasmāt
therefore

vā
PTC

iva
APPROX

etat
3SG.NOM

śirah.
head:NOM

‘{And because (in it) they concentrated the
excellence (śriyam. < śrı̄), therefore it is
(called) the head (śiras).} It was thereto
(in the head) that the vital airs resorted
(aśrayanta < śri-): possibly therefore it is
the head (śiras). (Śatapatha-Brāhman. a [M]
6.1.1.4.4; trans. adapted from Eggeling,
1894)

The source for the syntactic flexibilization of
iva may also be found in the very sort of texts con-
tained in layers 3-PO and 4-PL. In the Brāhman. as,
ancillary texts providing detailed explanations of
rituals, iva is often employed in order to point
out correspondences among elements of the ritual
realm, of the cosmic realm, or of daily life. In such
cases, the sequence NOUN + iva co-occurs with a
causal particle or adverb such as hi ‘for, because’
or tasmāt therefore’: see example (14), where the
phrase vājinam iva ‘some sort of steed’ is followed
by the particle hi (see also example 11):

(14) paryagnaye kriyamān. āya anubrūhi iti āha
adhvaryuh. [...]
‘Recite for the carrying round of fire’ the
Adhvaryu (priest) says [...]’
vājı̄
steed:NOM

san
be:PTCP.NOM

pari
around

nı̄yate
carry:PASS.3SG

iti
QUOT

vājinam
steed:ACC

iva
APPROX

hi
for

enam
DEM.ACC

santam
be:PTCP.ACC

parin. ayanti
around-carry:3PL

‘Being a steed he (the fire, god Agni) is car-
ried round’ (the Adhvaryu says), for him
being as it were a steed they carry round.’
(Aitareya-Brāhman. a 2.5.3.2; trans. Keith,
1920)

In example (14), for instance, iva does not sig-
nal a loose reading of the noun vājinam ‘steed’
alone, but rather the metaphorical nature of the
correspondence between the fire (god Agni) and

a steed. The frequency of structures such as (14)
in the Brāhman. as may have caused an interpreta-
tion of iva as having scope not only on the preced-
ing lexical item, but on the whole proposition, and
may eventually have caused the emergence of se-
quences such as tasmāt vā iva in (13), where the
particle directly follows the causal adverb and the
disjunctive particle.

6 Summary and conclusion

Originally a marker of phrasal comparison, the
Vedic particle iva grammaticalized into an approx-
imation marker signaling the semantically loose
use of the preceding noun (Sect. 2.2). This gram-
maticalization process can already be traced in the
oldest texts (layers 1-RV and 2-MA) by manual
scrutiny (Biagetti, 2022), but is not captured by
the syntactic annotation contained in the VTB; this
is because, in ambiguous contexts that may have
been responsible for the reanalysis of iva into an
adaptor, the particle was usually annotated as a
marker of comparison (deprels case or mark) by
the annotators, as this is by far its most common
function in the RV.

In this paper we have focused on the further
syntactic flexibilization of iva in later Vedic texts.
Bayesian analysis (Sect. 4) has shown that the pro-
portion of NOUN + iva constructions, in which the
particle has scope on the immediately preceding
lexical item, decreases in layers 3-PO, 4-PL and
5-SU and that this break is to be attributed to both
time and register. Accordingly, iva starts occur-
ring with parts of speech other than noun and, as
shown by the qualitative analysis of Sect. 5, grad-
ually develops new functions. First, the frequent
occurrence of iva with other particles or conjunc-
tions leads to an extension of its scope to the whole
proposition (see examples 11 to 14); second, in
some such cases iva seems to mark the metaphor-
ical meaning of the expression (example 14) or
seems to function as a speech-act edge, signaling
lack of commitment in the statement being uttered
(example 13).

Ultimately, the quantitative and qualitative anal-
yses of iva in Vedic prose seems to mirror the di-
achrony of adaptors as attested cross-linguistically
and thus provides further evidence for the develop-
ment of the particle from a marker of comparison
to an approximation marker, and not vice versa.
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